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Though the attack on Hong Kong was expected, its defensive
forces were hopelessly outnumbered in December 1941.  Many older
Scouts fought as volunteers, and over one thousand Scouts served in
the Despatch Corps in the brief Battle for Hong Kong.  After the fall,
British Scouting was prohibited and Japanese-style Scouting was not
introduced, though the movement existed on a very small scale
clandestinely in the Stanley camp.  By and large, Hong Kong Scouts
acquitted themselves well in war and occupation, affirming again the
value of this type of citizenship training.

Many books have been written on Hong Kong’s defense, fall,
and occupation, with tales of courage, gallantry, loyalty, selflessness,
generosity, and sacrifice; as well as those of cowardice, selfishness,
duplicity, betrayal, cruelty and even wanton inhumanity, confirming
the old adage that war often brought out the best and the worst in
people.  Some who had suffered through these trials and tribulations,
like Jan Marsman, declared that they would “never be able to forget
or forgive.”  Some of us who read these stories are amazed at both the
strength and frailty of human nature, enabling people to fall so low
beneath and rise so high above their situations; and perhaps grateful
that we are not put through similar tests.
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Given the large amount

of Japanese intelligence
intercepted before the attack,
it could not be said that Hong
Kong was taken by surprise.
In as early as 1935, a listening
and code-breaking post
(disguised as the Far East
Combined Bureau) was set up
in the naval dockyard.  John
Tiltman came in 1939 to
expand this bureau.  In fact, it
was Tiltman who first broke
the main Japanese code JN25
(Figure 1).  In August, in view of imminent danger of war, most
members of this post was relocated to Singapore, though a skeleton
group remained.  American cryptanalysts had solved the complicated
Japanese machine cipher dubbed “Purple”, and in November 1941
had deciphered the infamous Japanese “Winds” codes, which was to
communicate a state of war with the Allies.  On Sunday, December
7, 1941, Hong Kong intercepted the coded “Winds” message, signaling
that Japan was to declare war on Britain and America immediately.
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But many in Hong Kong

had refused to take the threat of
war seriously, or were confident
of a sustained siege (Figure 2).
On December 1, 1941, the
government again urged non-
defense personnel to “remove
themselves and their families,”
but few were interested, and
ships departed with many
spaces.  Interestingly, forty
Japanese left the day before,
leaving only less than one
hundred businessmen.  On
December 4, the governor and
others were at Sir Robert
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Hotung’s golden wedding anniversary celebration at the Hong Kong
Hotel.  Two nights later, the colonial elites gathered at the Peninsula
Hotel for a China Relief Ball.  Alice Y. Lan and Betty M. Hu, two
missionaries, wrote on December 5, three days before the attack, about
air-raid drills at their school: “our students think it a great joke to be
practicing when there is no real need,” as, after all, “everyone says
that the Japanese will not dare to attack,” and, even if they did, “Hong
Kong is impregnable.”
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Actually, the defense forces were woefully inadequate for the

task at hand.  The garrison of some 14,000 men consisted of six
infantry battalions, the Volunteer Corps, an artillery contingent, and
small naval and air units (Figure 3).  The British battalions were the

Royal Scots and the Middlesex; the Indian ones the martial races of
Rajputs, Punjabi Muslims, and Sikhs; the volunteers had British,
Portuguese, Eurasian and Chinese units; and the Canadian battalions
consisted of newly-recruited volunteers who had just arrived in
November.  In a secret imperial conference in Tokyo in December
1941, the Japanese Army Chief of Staff noted the Canadian
reinforcements to Hong Kong, but stated dryly that “an increase of
this magnitude will be of no consequence.”  His nonchalant attitude
was quite understandable, given the plan to send 60,000 battle-
hardened Japanese soldiers from China.

The multiracial forces also had issues which the enemy did not
hesitate to play up.  Many Sikh soldiers and policemen were in a
mutinous mood at the time.  Japanese propaganda labeled the war as
one against white supremacy and for the oppressed Asiatic races,
with slogans like “Asiatic people should...shoulder to shoulder drive
the Americans and British out of Asia,” and “Come, Indian soldiers,
we treat you especially good!”  Some Chinese and Indians bought
this propaganda, as evidenced by damaging Fifth Column activities
and Indian collaboration.  Nor was defense helped by many last-
minute shuffles of colonial leaders, some of whom hardly had time
to fully understand the situation in the colony.    Norton acted as
governor till March 1941, Northcote returned and left in September,
replaced by Young, Fraser became defense secretary in April, Grasett
handed over the garrison to Maltby in July, Colonial Secretary Smith
left and was succeeded by Gimson on December 7, the night before
the attack.
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